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Homographs
Read the definitions of the homographs below. Then write the correct word and 
the number of the correct definition on the lines. 

1: a small, enclosed
    area for animals 

2: a writing tool that 
    uses ink 

1: to make a short, 
    loud sound

2: the outer covering 
    of a tree

1: an injury caused 
    when something 
    breaks the skin 

2: wrapped 
    something (such 
    as a string) around
    something 

1: to lose energy

2: a rubber ring that 
    usually contains 
    air and fits around 
    a wheel

woundpen tirebark

1.   Our new puppy, Coco, stays in a ____________________ inside our house so she doesn’t ruin 
      the rugs or furniture. 

2.   One day she chewed a ____________________ and got ink all over Mom’s favorite chair.

3.   My mom got Coco a toy made from a ____________________ that is supposed to be 
      indestructible. 

4.   We are training Coco to ____________________ when she has to go outside.

5.   We usually leave her leash hanging by the door, but once Dad ____________________ it up 
      into a ball.

7.   Coco gets very distracted on her walks when she sees sticks, leaves, or ____________________.

8.   Coco bites sometimes, but usually she doesn’t leave a ____________________.

6.   We take Coco on many walks to try to ____________________ her out.
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ANSWER KEY

1.   Our new puppy, Coco, stays in a ____________________ inside our house so she doesn’t ruin 
      the rugs or furniture. 

2.   One day she chewed a ____________________ and got ink all over Mom’s favorite chair.

3.   My mom got Coco a toy made from a ____________________ that is supposed to be 
      indestructible. 

4.   We are training Coco to ____________________ when she has to go outside.

5.   We usually leave her leash hanging by the door, but once Dad ____________________ it up 
      into a ball.

7.   Coco gets very distracted on her walks when she sees sticks, leaves, or ____________________.

8.   Coco bites sometimes, but usually she doesn’t leave a ____________________.

6.   We take Coco on many walks to try to ____________________ her out.

pen (1)

pen (2)

tire (2)

bark (1)

bark (2)

tire (1)

wound (1)

wound (2)

1: a small, enclosed
    area for animals 

2: a writing tool that 
    uses ink 

1: to make a short, 
    loud sound

2: the outer covering 
    of a tree

1: an injury caused 
    when something 
    breaks the skin 

2: wrapped 
    something (such 
    as a string) around
    something 

1: to lose energy

2: a rubber ring that 
    usually contains 
    air and fits around 
    a wheel

woundpen tirebark


